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general insurance and the fact that the letter the number of years ahead in its adoption of technology 
however we expect activity and focus in the life sector to increase materially over the next few years [4]. 
There are some examples of  InsureTech Companies: 
 Life Insurance: Ladder (on demand life insurance), Sureify (direct to consumer life insurance), 
Health I.Q. (life insurance for healthy lifestyles); 
 Health Insurance: Oscar (smartphone application for identifying in–network healthcare providers 
in coordinating health insurance coverage), Fitosense (personalized products and services using app and 
device data); 
 Property & Casualty Insurance: Lemonade (peer–to–peer homeowner’s and renter’s insurance), 
Slice (on demand insurance for personal property), Trov (on demand insurance for auto and home–
sharing), Metromile (private passenger auto insurance). 
FinTech is a rapidly developing sphere that affects different segments of society. In 2017, global 
FinTech investments reached the highest point. It was about 16.6 billion dollars which were invested in 
1128 FinTech projects. One of the trends of this year is InsurTech [5]. This year in Belarus with the 
support of the leading commercial bank of our country – “Priorbank”, for the 4th time was held the 
greatest technical forum – FinTech Hakathon. This event gathered more than 150 participants who 
worked on creating projects in one of the most promising field for start–ups. In 2018 the insurance 
company Belneftestrakh took part in current event as an insurance partner and became the first company 
which supported the development of such start–up in Belarus [6]. 
InsurTech adoption will make the insurance sector stronger, and in that way more able to achieve its 
strategic goal: to protect the way people’s lives and organizations work. 
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Business angels (BA) are individuals who invest in one or more high potential start–ups (becoming 
shareholders of the company) and also contribute their expertise in business management and personal 
network of contacts. Angel intervention is long–term and may take a variety of forms [1, p. 6]. 
Business angels invest in a wide variety of industries, though it is worth recalling that they are looking 
for recent business developments with a strong potential for entrepreneurial growth offering the prospect 
of a very substantial return on investment, better liquidity (the growth of the company increases the 
chances of exit, which implies a strengthening and restructuring of the capital), and the chance of living a 
fascinating entrepreneurial experience. 
Business angels play an important role as providers of venture capital and competences at the seed 






dwindling levels of venture capital industry investment at these stages and the growing average amount of 
individual deals [1, p. 7]. 
There is a structural need for business angel intervention because:  
• It takes place in the range of equity amounts that is covered by no other source of finance;  
• They contribute to the successful build–up of projects by bringing to entrepreneurs having innovative 
ideas of services or products things that they generally lack (money, experience, contacts). They are in 
fact co–creators. 
• They are far more reactive than most other financial operators. 
Business angels are believed to be one of the most important sources of funding for such early–stage, 
high–risk, highpotential ventures. However, their contribution to firms and to the economy may well go 
beyond that. In principal, four types of contribution can be distinguished:  
1) Increasing the supply of financial capital.  
In countries where evidence of the scope of business angel activity is available, the data indicates that 
business angels provide as much capital to firms as formal venture capital investors and finance a great 
many more ventures. Thus, business angels contribute directly to increasing the flow of finance to firms. 
Furthermore, not just the quantity of finance provided by business angels is important, but also the type of 
finance. By primarily providing small amounts of finance in the early stages of a firm’s development, 
business angels play a unique role in the SME finance landscape.  
2) Contributing to a venture’s ability to attract more financing.  
As business angels mainly invest equity capital, their investments contribute to strengthening the 
firm’s balance sheet, in contrast to loan financing that weakens a company’s finances. Business angel 
investment can also send positive signals to other investors and the market (provided that the firm 
succeeds in attracting the ‘right’ business angel), reducing some of the informational asymmetry and 
leading to lower perceived risk for other financiers. This may in turn imply a larger pool of financing 
opportunities for these firms, better valuations (in cases of equity) and more favorable interest rates (in 
cases of loans).  
3) Increasing the “quality” of firms through value–adding activities.  
Business angel investment is often associated with the active involvement of the investor, which can 
take the form of advising, coaching, providing access to the investor’s network, etc. It can also be 
assumed that business angels add value faster and in a more flexible manner than many other investors 
such as venture capitalists and banks. Thus, firms that receive business angel funding potentially gain 
access to non–financial value, which can result in better prospects for development and growth (e.g., 
increased productivity, profitability, and level of innovation) compared to firms that use more traditional 
sources of funding.  
4) Strengthening the entrepreneurial eco–system.  
Scholars have started to draw attention to business angels’ role in entrepreneurial eco–systems. As 
they are often active or former entrepreneurs themselves, many business angels are well–networked in 
their local communities. Therefore, when a business angel acts by connecting firms to competence, 
intermediaries, etc., the entrepreneurial eco–system itself may benefit, which contributes to improved 
conditions for firm growth in the region. An eco–system with a high level of angel investing can also be 
perceived as more attractive for innovative start–ups, which can lead to increased start–up rates and 
growth of firms [2, p. 1]. 
This brief overview illustrates that the contribution of business angels to funding entrepreneurial 
ventures can be discussed on different levels and that there are both input and effect dimensions to be 
considered. By the input dimension we mean the activities of business angels. Meaning what do business 
angels do, what is the nature of their contribution to the firms, how much do they invest and what do they 
invest in. By the effect dimension we mean the outcomes of business angel financing and does it have a 
positive impact on firms/regions/industries/countries.  
Business angels networks (BANs) play a prominent role in matching the demand (entrepreneurs) and 
supply (business angels) sides of equity. Actually, they are a marketplace for these two categories of 
economic operators. Entrepreneurs and investors cannot, in general, establish the relationships leading to 
fruitful contacts at an acceptable cost. 
Networks are providing a growing number of complementary, strong value–added services for both 
business angels and entrepreneurs, including: 
• Business angel schools/academies that aim to boost the confidence of potential angels in the venture 







• Investment readiness programmes to improve the quality of demand for equity (support for drafting 
or improving business plans, submission of business propositions to different kinds of investors, etc.); 
• Improving the conditions of angel syndication (investor groupings) to build up the volume of 
investment and consequently finance larger business projects as well as concentrate on and capitalise 
upon available expertise in management and market knowledge; 
• Co–investment fund development and management, whereby public partners invest in funds under 
the same conditions as business angels. 
National federations bringing together national or regional networks exist in most European countries 
(France Angels in France, Iban in Italy, Esban in Spain, BAND in Germany, SVCA in Sweden, etc.). 
They are not in direct contact with entrepreneurs or investors. Rather, their main mission consists in 
advertising the economic role of Business Angels and their networks with public authorities and 
collecting information about the informal venture capital market. 
EBAN is the pan–European representative for the early stage investor gathering over 150 member 
organizations more than 50 countries today. Established in 1999 by a group of pioneer angel networks in 
Europe with the collaboration of the European Commission and EURADA, EBAN represents a sector 
estimated to invest 7.5 billion Euros a year and playing a vital role in Europe’s future, notably in the 
funding of SMEs. EBAN fuels Europe’s growth through the creation of wealth and jobs. Its main 
objectives are to: 
• Encourage the exchange of experiences and transfer of best practices among business angels 
networks; 
• Promote the recognition of business angels networks and of the economic role played by business 
angels; 
• Contribute to the development and implementation of local, regional and national programmes with 
the aim of stimulating the emergence and reinforcement of a positive environment for business angel 
activities [3]. 
In Belarus, there is only one official business angel network, BAVIN. In 2015 three crowdfunding 
platforms started in the Belarusian market, among them Ulej, the social platform Talaka, and a charity 
auction of meetings MaeSens. Approximately half of Belarusian banks are now offering loans to small 
and medium–sized businesses and startups exclusively for working capital, commercial mortgage, or 
purchasing of equipment. Information about options for credit can be found on banks’ websites, as well as 
at the financial web portals Myfin.by, InfoBank, Benefit.by, and others. We can say that the Belarusian 
microfinance market is now in a stage of renovation [4, p. 65]. 
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The aim of our research is how Belarus has been affected by the world crisis of 2008. But before 
proceeding to discuss this issue it is necessary to find out "What is the crisis?" 
A financial crisis is a situation in which the value of financial institutions or assets drops rapidly. A 
financial crisis is often associated with a panic or a run on the banks, in which investors sell off assets or 
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